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This photograph, entitled ?Red Swamp Dragon at Holmes Jungle?, was the Organising Committee?s Choice in the 2017 Northern Territory 
Field Naturalists? Club Wildlife Photograph Competition. Its story is on page 4. in this newsletter. Photo: Jon Clark.
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October Meeting
Top End - Under the Sea presented by Dr Jeffrey J. Tsang

Wednesday 10 October, 7.45 pm, CDU Casuarina, Room BLUE 2.1.51

Sum m ary:   This presentation will provide 

information about the Australian Institute of 

Marine Science (AIMS) in the Top End, including 

research on arsenic in Darwin Harbour 

sediment.  

AIMS is a corporate Commonwealth entity 

established under the Australian Institute of 

Marine Science Act 1972. As Australia?s tropical 

marine research agency, we conduct innovative, 

world-class scientific and technological research 

to support sustainable growth in the use and 

effective environmental management and 

protection of Australia?s tropical marine estate. 

AIMS? headquarters was established near 

Townsville in recognition of the importance of 

the Great Barrier Reef to Australia. Today, we 

also operate from bases in Darwin and Perth, 

which allows us to undertake research across 

northern Australia, spanning two oceans and 

three regional seas.

Biosket ch :  Dr Jeffrey J. Tsang is a born and 

bred Darwinite. He works for Australian Institute 

of Marine Science (AIMS) as an Environmental Chemist Research Scientist based in Darwin. His 

research interests include: chemistry of trace metal contaminants in the marine environment (e.g. 

their chemical forms, bioavailability, fate and transport); aquatic biogeochemical processes; stable 

isotopes as environmental tracers; in situ 

techniques (including passive samplers and 

electrochemistry); and research that interfaces 

chemistry with biology. He is currently working 

on: applications of passive samplers to study 

bioavailable concentrations and sources of 

metal contaminants in seawater; development 

of electrochemical methods to determine 

bioavailable metals; and sediment quality 

regarding metal and metalloid constituents. 

Sediment grab. Photo: J.J. Tsang 
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October Field Trip
Microbat Spotting at Holmes Jungle with Damian Milne 

(repeated from last year by popular demand)

Saturday 13 October at 5.30 pm sharp at Holmes Jungle Picnic Area

Compared to most mammal groups, very litt le is 

known about bats, particularly in the Top End. 

However, bats are known to play a critical role in 

the environment, particularly in terms of seed 

dispersal and insect regulation. 

Dr Damian Milne is a scientist with the Department 

of Environment and Natural Resources. He has 

been studying the ecology of microbats in the Top 

End of the Northern Territory for the past 20 years. 

Damian will describe some of the amazing features 

of our Top End bat species, how they navigate and 

feed, their diseases and transmissions, and dispel 

some of those urban myths about bats. In addition, 

Damian will be playing a number of audio 

recordings to demonstrate some of the intricacies of 

bat echolocation.

We will set up some specialised bat traps, listen to 

their echolocation through a bat detector, and - 

hopefully - have a look at a real live bat or two. 

WHERE: Holmes Jungle Nature Reserve - main picnic area. 

WHEN : Saturday 13 October at 5.30 pm sharp*  (for approximately 2 hours). 

WHAT TO BRING: Torch, insect repellent, water. Long pants and sleeves may be required 

depending on how bad the biting insects are. 

* SPECIAL INFORMATION :  The main gates to Holmes Jungle Reserve will be locked at 6 pm, so 

make sure you arrive at 5.30 pm promptly. We will have a key to get out of the Reserve at the end 

of the night. 

Upcoming Field Nats Activities

Novem ber  Meet ing:  Wednesday 14 - Critters to avoid when enjoying the outdoors,  Nina Kurtz

Novem ber  Field Tr ip:  Saturday 17 - Remnant rainforest at Duke Street, Richard Willan

The Ghost Bat (Macroderma gigas) is the largest of the 
carnivorous bats in Australia.  Photo: Bruce Taubert. 

Northern Long-eared Bat (Nyctophilus arnhemensis). 
Photo: Bruce Taubert.
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Organising Committee's Choice category.

Photographer:  Jon Clark 

Subject:  Red Swamp Dragon dragonfly (Agrionoptera insignis 

allogenes) 

Here is the story behind Jon?s photograph titled ?Red Swamp Dragon at Holmes Jungle? 

reproduced with his permission on the front cover of this newsletter:  

"This Red Swamp Dragon dragonfly was taken at Holmes Jungle on the fringe of Darwin?s 

northern suburbs. Darwinites are lucky to have this nature park with its pockets of monsoon 

forest protecting many insects, mammals, birds and reptiles right on our doorstep. Using an 

MP-E65 mm specialised macro-photography lens that allows zooming in to a magnification of 5 

times actual size, this shot was taken about 3.5 times magnification. Using a homemade light 

diffuser or snoot for the flash to allow for good even lighting without shadows and a wide depth 

of field, this shot had an aperture of f14. Getting this close to a live subject can be a time 

consuming pastime as all of my photography is of subjects in their natural environment. 

The compound eyes of the dragonfly take up the majority of the head. These compound eyes are 

very different from human eyes in that each small facet has its own individual lens. Some 

dragonflies can have up to 30,000 of these facets, all pointing in slightly different directions, 

giving them an excellent field of vision and are able to see colours humans cannot such as 

ultraviolet."

2017 Northern Territory Field Naturalists? Club 
Wildlife Photographic Competition

Publications
The following is the latest publications to arrive at NT Field Nats. Publications will be brought to 
General Meetings each month. Please feel free to browse through and borrow. 

The Queensland Nat uralist  

Journal of the Queensland Naturalists? Club Inc, Vol 56, Nos. 1-3, June 2018   

QNC News 

Newsletter of The Queensland Naturalists? Club Inc, No 340 September-October 2018   

Birds Queensland Newslet t er , Vol 49, No 8. September 2018   

The South Australian Naturalist, Vol 92, No. 1, January ? June 2018   

Geelong Naturalist 

Monthly magazine of the Geelong Field Naturalists? Club Inc., Vol 54, No. 5. September 2018   

The Naturalist News 

Published for Naturalist in Western Australia, September 2018 
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September Field Trip Report (Pictorial)
East Point Mangrove Board Walk with Richard Willan - Sunday 16 September 2018

Wording and photos by Tissa Ratnayeke

East Point Mangrove Board Walk - club field trip. This morning over 25 people gathered to explore this 
wonderful boardwalk that leads one through the diverse habitats of Darwin's mangroves and surrounds. It 's 
a walk renowned for its bird life and we weren't disappointed - many seeing their first Black Butcherbird 
nest as well as several noisy Torresian Kingfishers and the unusual sight of Brown Goshawks thermalling 
with Black Kites. And Richard Willan's expertise in the mangroves was evident as he explained the unique 
features of these plants and the other fauna species that inhabit this zone.

We in Darwin are so fortunate to have a club such as this that makes it so easy to access and understand 
the Top End's fauna and flora.  

Orange-footed Scrubfowl
Red-winged Parrot    
Red-collared Lorrikeet                     
Varied Triller                           
Mangrove Grey Fantail
Northern Fantail
Lemon-bellied (Flyrobin) Flycatcher
White-gaped Honeyeater

Little Friarbird
White-bellied Cuckoo-shrike
Black Kite
Brown Goshawk
Torresian Kingfisher
Black Butcherbird
Mangrove Gerygone 

Green Oriole
Straw-necked Ibis
Australian White Ibis
Masked Lapwing
Bar-shouldered Dove
Dollarbird
Mistletoebird 

East  Point  Bird List

Clockwise from top left: Torresian Kingfisher, pupae of a Jezebel butterfly, Brown Goshawk thermalling, male Mistletoebird 
squeezing the mistletoe fruit out of its skin prior to consumption.
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Binocular Vision
An article by Denise Goodfellow 

Over my three decades of guiding I noticed that some clients were better at identifying birds and 

other wildlife than others. Often those spotters were not particularly interested or knowledgeable, 

but there was something about what they noticed that made them different. 

 There was often a discrepancy between men and women in this ability. Men were more often 

interested in listing while women liked to study birds (and other wildlife). Most obvious in couples, 

it matched their differing interests. Those interests were often reflected in the type of binoculars 

they owned. 

David Sibley, ostensibly the USA?s best-known birder, once said that women and men use different 

binoculars because they watch birds differently.  Sibley (Weeks, 2001) pointed out that the women 

in a party of birders he was accompanying were watching a pair of common redwings mating 

nearby, while the men, not interested in this common species, were busily searching the skies for a 

rare kite.  This difference in behavior I also noted in my study of American birders who travel 

internationally as couples.   

 A focus on field marks may result in birders missing important behavioral cues as to the identity 

of a species (Eubanks, 2007; Schaffner, 2011).  Consequently, many of the men who participated in 

my study (Goodfellow, 2017) reported that not only were their wives very good spotters, but that 

they preferred to watch birds with them. These participants include some of the US?s most 

prominent birders, men with bird lists of over 7000.  

The following exchange is 

between a couple of 

friends that Michael and I 

stayed with during my 

2009 lecture tour of the 

USA.  Dr. Gowe is one of 

the US?s experienced 

birding guides, while Mrs. 

Gowe likes reading, 

shopping, and exploring 

the cities of Europe.  I 

asked:   

What was your best 

birdwatching experience? 

That?s you too, (Mrs 

Gowe).  
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Mrs. Gowe replies, ?The wet godwit". Her husband grins. 

She continues. "We were ... in New Zealand and ... and ...everybody was looking for (a rare 

shorebird, the Hudsonian Godwit) ... I had new binoculars and I had just been wandering around 

you know, enjoying the scenery and kind of looking at birds. But then I sat down and I trained my 

binoculars on these birds just to see how well the binoculars were working and ... and there was 

one godwit that looked different from the others. It was darker and I thought it was just because it 

was wet.   

And meanwhile they had given up. They?d been looking, looking, looking, and they couldn?t find it. 

And (pointing) I said, (to spouse), that one that looks different. Is it just wet? Is that why it?s darker?   

And he pulls a serious expression and says, ?No, that wouldn?t be why?. He got his telescope out 

and that was the Hudsonian Godwit". 

Dr. Gowe, still grinning, then took over the conversation: ?Every one goes crazy. (Local guide) and I 

had been scoping all the godwits as they came in ... But yes, she found it, so every bird after that 

that was good on that trip was a ?wet bird?.   

This difference in gaze is not confined to women. Hence a quote from Denzin (1995, p. 217, in 

Pritchard and Morgan, 2000, p. 134) that ?the feminine, gay and ethnic gaze ... hears and see things 

that escape the white, masculine eye?.  I would add here the skills of disabled birders as typified by 

the one and only Bo Beolens (fatbirder.com) who leads bird tours all over the world.   

Bryan (1979, p. 37) stated that certain experts can be differentiated by what equipment they do 

not use - fishers may not carry a net ?for this might indicate lack of expertise? in landing the fish.  

Instead bare hands are used.     

So that person watching birds without using their binoculars, or who owns a pair of small, cheap 

optics, or keeps them on a long strap (considered the sign of an amateur) may just be a different 

kind of expert.   

References.   

Bryan, H. (1979). Conflict in the great outdoors. Sociological Studies, No. 4, Bureau of Public Administration, University of 

Alabama, Alabama, USA.   

Denzin N.K. (1995). The cinematic society. The voyeur?s gaze. London, UK: Sage.   

Eubanks, T.L. (2007, July/August). Bare-naked birding, Birding, 37-39. Retrieved from 

https://www.aba.org/birding/v39n4p36.pdf    

Goodfellow, D.K (L). (2017). Couples and avitourism: A mixed methods study of North American birders. Unpublished PhD, 

Southern Cross University.   

Pritchard, A., & Morgan, N. (2000). Constructing tourism landscapes - gender, sexuality and space, Tourism Geographies, 

2(2), 115-139. http://dx.doi.org/.org/10.1080/14616680050027851   

Schaffner, S. (2011). Binocular vision: The politics of representation in birdwatching field guides. USA: University of 

Massachusetts Press.   

Weeks, L. (2001, May 17). The Birders and the bees. Washington Post. Retrieved from://www.washingtonpost.com/archive 

https://www.aba.org/birding/v39n4p36.pdf
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8 Sepember: Susie Clarke: Not very good photos as too busy fluttering to different 
spots for moisture. Blue Tiger? (top image)

Denise Lawungkurr Goodfellow : No, but a lovely butterfly anyway. It 's a Pale Green 
Triangle. Blue Tiger is below. 

Susie Clarke Thank you.

Tissa Ratnayeke: Susie, well spotted. Pale Triangles usually emerge from their pupae 
after the first showers in early September - I'm surprised to see one out now as I'm 
not aware of rain anywhere near Darwin.  

Susie Clarke:  I just fixed my retic this morning - could that be anything to do with it? 

Tissa Ratnayeke: It 's possible the reticulation has triggered this, the specimen looks 
fresh, I usually see them within 24 hours of the first rains. I forgot to mention in the 
previous post, these butterflies derive their common name from the obvious 
triangular shape of their wings. 

Susie Clarke: but more turquoise than green.

Tissa Ratnayeke:  I prefer to call them Pale Triangles as these come in green and blue 
forms. There are also separate "Green" and "Blue" Triangles species on the east coast. 

Susie Clarke: thank you. 

Chitter Chatter  - excerpts from the Club's Facebook group

28 Sept em ber : Judy Egan:  About 7 or 8 of these 
gorgeous chubby furry green bees were having the 
best time in my patch of zinnias yesterday. And so 
photogenic too! Took SOO many photos... I don't think 
I have ever seen them before. Does anyone know what 
they are? (picture on left) 

Denise Goodfellow : They're lovely. The species is 
Amegilla aeroginosa. 

Judy Egan : Thanks for the ID Denise 

Denise Goodfellow : Judy, a pleasure. It 's one of my 
favourite bees. 

10 Sept em ber : Helen Margaret t a: It was busy on the 
high wires this afternoon...but I had no idea before that 
the Spangled Drongo catches small birds too. There 
have been so many around lately that now it makes me 
wonder how many small birds (possibly Double-barred 
finch in this case) have met this end? 

Tissa Rat nayeke: Helen, this is a very rare observation 
and we are lucky you had a camera to capture it. 

Louise Finch: Might be rarely observed but this 
behaviour of Spangled Drongos is well known 

Vanessa Mor r is: Can confirm one baby double barred 
from my garden. Sitting by the pool under the umbrella 
(no overhanging branches) and a drongo flew overhead, 
something dropped on umbrella and landed in the pool. It was a baby finch and it was dead - no obvious 
injuries. The drongo landed in a nearby tree. 
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17 Sept em ber : Chr ist opher  Spooner : Feeding time for the Rufous Owls. Glad to report the Botanical 
Gardens Rufous Owl chick is alive and well, and taking care of it 's hunger...well, trying to. 

28 September: Tony Sullivan: This lizard 
is obviously laying eggs. Does anyone one 
know what's it is and how long until they 
hatch. 

Tissa Ratnayeke: Tony, thanks for 
sharing. It is a Swamplands Lashtail 
Dragon (Gowidon temporalis) AKA Ta Ta 
Lizard. I don't know how long the eggs 
take to hatch.  

Tony Sullivan: Thanks Tissa. I thought it 
could be but the colors fooled me a bit.

Bernd De: any idea why Tata?

Tanya Kerr ison: cause they wave their 
little front arms like they're waving bye.

19 Sept em ber : Judy Egan: Watched this large wasp 
drag an even larger huntsman at least 50m over leaf 
litter and branches. Presumably destined for larval 
food. Taken on phone camera. Video wouldnt upload. 
If anyone can ID the wasp that would be great! 

Tissa Rat nayeke: Great observation Judy. This looks 
like the spider wasp Cryptocheilus sp. They sting and 
paralyse large spiders, usually hunstmans. The whole 
spider is dragged into a burrow, an egg laid on it and 
then the entrance to the burrow is sealed. The hatched 
wasp larva eats the paralysed spider. The adult wasps 
feed on nectar. 

Judy Egan: I wanted to stay and watch where it took it 
but i got tangled up in dog leads so took my eyes off it 
then couldn't find it again!  

Thanks to Graham Brown for confirming wasp genus.
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Podcasts - Off Track, Radio National 
For lovers of nature and podcasts, if you haven't discovered these already, you may enjoy this 

series from Radio National. Here is a selected summary of those aired over  August. To access the 

podcasts check the website at: ht t p:/ /www.abc.net .au/ radionat ional/ program s/of f t rack /  

1 Sep: Yackandandah's angel of  t he bush  

Glenda Elliott has spent her life caring for injured, sick 
and orphaned Australian wildlife and then once 
rehabilitated, releasing them back into the wild. 

15 Sep: Dining w it h Kil ler  Whales 

The water turns red and smells of fish. It 's the blood 

of the prey of a pod of Orcas.

8 Sep: The wom en who were det erm ined t o walk  

In the 1920s, wearing ankle length skirts and carrying 

heavy packs, the Melbourne Women's Walking Club 

set out to explore dense areas of Victoria's bushland 

22 Sep: Earworm s f rom  planet  ear t h V 

The sounds of wild Australia recorded by the 

audience and identified by a panel of experts. 

http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/offtrack/ 
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/offtrack/ 
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/offtrack/the-angel-of-the-bush-kangaloola-wildlife-shelter/10028950
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/offtrack/the-angel-of-the-bush-kangaloola-wildlife-shelter/10028950
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/offtrack/the-angel-of-the-bush-kangaloola-wildlife-shelter/10028950
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/offtrack/the-angel-of-the-bush-kangaloola-wildlife-shelter/10028950
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/offtrack/the-angel-of-the-bush-kangaloola-wildlife-shelter/10028950
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/offtrack/bremer-canyon,-off-shore-orca-paradise/9998930
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/offtrack/bremer-canyon,-off-shore-orca-paradise/9998930
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/offtrack/bremer-canyon,-off-shore-orca-paradise/9998930
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/offtrack/bremer-canyon,-off-shore-orca-paradise/9998930
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/offtrack/the-women-who-were-determined-to-walk/10034790
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/offtrack/the-women-who-were-determined-to-walk/10034790
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/offtrack/the-women-who-were-determined-to-walk/10034790
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/offtrack/the-women-who-were-determined-to-walk/10034790
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/offtrack/the-women-who-were-determined-to-walk/10034790
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/offtrack/the-women-who-were-determined-to-walk/10034790
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/offtrack/the-women-who-were-determined-to-walk/10034790
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/offtrack/earworms-five/10066256
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/offtrack/earworms-five/10066256
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/offtrack/earworms-five/10066256
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/offtrack/earworms-five/10066256
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/offtrack/earworms-five/10066256
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29 Sep: Echidna indigest ion and ot her  eat ing t ails 

It?s a bat eat mouse, lizard eat possum, wallaby eat bird 

world out there. Animals are always eating weird stuff.  

Branch Out ? Discover the surprising world of 

plants with science and stories from the Royal 

Botanic Garden Sydney ? Australia?s oldest 

living scientific institution.  Episodes from the 

last two months:

21 Sep: What  is a herbar ium ? 

7 Sep: Grow ing com m unit ies w it h gardens 

24 Aug: Det ect ive bot any and DNA w it h 

Barbara Br iggs 

10 Aug: Bot any, bryophyt es and a bizar re 

discovery 

Now for some reading ...

A nat ural h ist ory of  Aust ralian bat s: work ing t he night  shif t  
by Greg Richards, Les Hall and Steve Parish

Focuses on the natural history of Australian bats. The authors take the 

reader through the nation's broad bioregions, describe what bats do in 

them, the ecosystem services that they provide, and some of the places 

where they can be seen. The book also features a brief description of the 

bat species in Australia, a section on bat myths, and stories and rock art 

from indigenous Australians. 

Cayley and son: t he l i fe and ar t  of  Nevil le Henry Cayley and Nevil le 
Wil l iam  Cayley by Penny Olsen.

The first monograph on the Cayleys. This skillfully researched and 

handsomely produced book charts the lives and works of this Australian 

father-and-son pair of bird artists. 

http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/offtrack/bizarre-animal-foods-with-ann-jones/10231550
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/offtrack/bizarre-animal-foods-with-ann-jones/10231550
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/offtrack/bizarre-animal-foods-with-ann-jones/10231550
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/offtrack/bizarre-animal-foods-with-ann-jones/10231550
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/offtrack/bizarre-animal-foods-with-ann-jones/10231550
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/offtrack/bizarre-animal-foods-with-ann-jones/10231550
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Club notices 
Thank you: The previous issue was despatched by Tissa Ratnayeke.   

●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●● 

Newsletter contributions welcome:  Sightings, reports, travelogues, reviews, photographs, sketches, news, 
comments, opinions, theories ..... , anything relevant to natural history.  Please forward material to  
news.ntfieldnatsnt@gmail.com  

Deadline for the November newsletter:  31 October 2018 

●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●● 

Need a Club membership form? Go to: http://ntfieldnaturalists.org.au/membership/ 

●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●● 

Northern Territory Naturalist:   
Chief Editor, Richard Willan, advises that Volume 28 has been printed and copies have been mailed out to 
members who haven't been able to personally collect their copy. Contributions for next year's volume are now 
welcome. 

●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●● 

Top End Native Plant Society   General meetings are held on the 3rd Thursday of the month at the Marrara 
Christian College, corner Amy Johnson Ave. and McMillans Road, and commence at 7:30 pm (speaker at 8 pm).  
Visit http://www.topendnativeplants.org.au/index.php or contact Russell Dempster on 0459 440 665. 

●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●● 
 

NT Field Naturalists’ Club Meetings are generally held on the second Wednesday of every month,  
commencing at 7:45 PM, on the Casuarina Campus of Charles Darwin University. 

Subscriptions are on a financial‐year basis and are:  Families/Institutional ‐ $30; Singles ‐ $25; 
Concessions ‐ $15.  Discounts are available for new members – please contact us. 

 

NT Field Naturalists’ Club Directory 

Club  web-site:    http://ntfieldnaturalists.org.au/ 

President: Richard Willan 8999 8238 (w) 

Secretary: Diana Lambert 0409 767 570 

Treasurer: Jo Rapley  0487 193 241 

Committee Members:  Graham Brown  0417 804 036 

 Mark Grubert 8999 2167 (w)  

 Lyn Lowe 0411 269 216 

 Leona Sullivan 0423 951 874 

Bird Life Australia Liason Officer: Denise Goodfellow  

Newsletter Editor Leona Sullivan 0423 951 874 

Website and Facebook:  Tissa Ratnayeke 0417 659 755 


